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Wall Mount Vases
For special vertical applications, Metalcraft has a number of vases to meet your needs. Whether it is a shutter front or the back of a slant memorial, all of our wall vases can be attached to create a distinct appearance, setting it apart from other memorials.

Memorial Accessories
Innovation steers Metalcraft in creating accessories for the cemetery memorial market. From our symbolic solar powered vigil light to our Veteran Flag Holder, all of our products are created to accent any memorial and provide a lasting tribute.

Vigil Light $120.00
Memorial Candles
Wax Candles $7.00
Battery Candles $35.00
Star Flag Holder $65.00

Large Patriot $67.00
Small Patriot $40.00
Ring Vase $20.00
Monarch $81.00
Upright and Flush Ground Vases

Metalcraft flower vases are available in a variety of designs and sizes, each as stylish and elegant as the next. They are as strong as they are beautiful, thanks to the die-cast aluminum construction and exclusive coating process which adds exterior durability without compromising beauty. It is this commitment to quality and a dedicated craftsmanship that makes Metalcraft vases stand out among all others.

Gem $100.00
Cameo $95.00
Crest $105.00
Regal $115.00
Regal-Cross $115.00
Oak Leaf $105.00

ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
All Metalcraft vases can be securely mounted to an upright memorial by any of the four available fastener options. In addition, many of the vase designs are offered in the Flush Ground Unit System which provides a convenient way to meet cemetery maintenance regulations. The patented Cor-Loc® System was specifically created as a mounting device to attach the ground unit's ring and canister to a grass marker.

Review all of our upright vase designs, and the ones available in the flush ground units at www.USMetalcraft.com.
VASE COLORS
2 3/8" Domed Acrylic Emblems

Our colored emblems offer an economical choice. Created out of a domed acrylic process which is used in the marine industry to provide durability in the most demanding environments. The color emblems are offered in three religious designs and the five military branches.

Cost, $12.50 ea.
Our 2" Embossed and Enameled Emblems can be used with the Medallion, Supreme, and Large Patriot vases; or many of our cremation products. These embossed emblems are crafted with pinpoint accuracy and detail, and tested for non-discooloration and weather durability.

Cost, $55.00 ea.
Our 2" Embossed and Enameled Emblems can be used with the Medallion, Supreme, and Large Patriot vases; or many of our cremation products. These embossed emblems are crafted with pinpoint accuracy and detail, and tested for non-discoloration and weather durability.

Cost, $55.00 ea.
2” Embossed Emblems - Military

Our 2” Embossed and Enameled Emblems can be used with the Medallion, Supreme, and Large Patriot vases; or many of our cremation products. These embossed emblems are crafted with pinpoint accuracy and detail, and tested for non-discoloration and weather durability.

Cost, $55.00 ea.
3" Embossed Emblems - Community

New from Metalcraft, 3" Community Emblems to be used on cremation urns or the surface of memorials. These embossed emblems are crafted with pinpoint accuracy and detail, and tested for non-discoloration and weather durability.

Cost, $100.00 ea.
New from Metalcraft, 3” official Military Emblems to be used on cremation urns or the surface of memorials. These embossed emblems are crafted with pinpoint accuracy and detail, and tested for non-discoloration and weather durability.

Cost, $100.00 ea.
New from Metalcraft, *4" Military Memorial Emblems*, to be used on the surface of civic memorials. These embossed emblems are crafted with pinpoint accuracy and detail, and tested for non-discoloration and weather durability.

Cost, $120.00 ea.
Introducing our exclusive 3”x5” Oval Emblem, which can be used on the Medallion vases and the face of memorials. This embossed emblem is crafted with pinpoint accuracy and detail, and tested for non-discoloration and weather durability.

Cost for Emblem Only, $120.00
Vase Liners, Lids & Foam Plugs

Vase Lids, $5.00

Foam Plugs, $5.00

Gem, Crest, 4x10 Paragon, Crown, Classic, Oak Leaf, Regal, Regal-Cross $12.00

Medallion $12.00

Supreme $12.00

6x10 Paragon $15.00

C-955, Tulip $12.00

Cameo $10.00

Tiara $10.00

Large Patriot $10.00

Monarch $10.00